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CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The director of facilities 
planning at UCF says the fu-
ture of the university will 
bring a student union and 
improvements to recreational 
facilities, student activity cen-
ters and academic facilities. 
Director Jerry Oster ha us 
outlined three major projects 
slated for· UCF's future: 
Osterhaus .called a world-
·class outdoor track, which will 
meet Olympic · specifications, 
"the biggest thing UCF has 
ever done." · 
The track will cost about $1 
million. 
Later, a field house will be 
built. The field house will seat 
· at least 6,500 people and serve 
three functions: 
• campus assembly area 
• site for NCAA basketball 
and volleyball 
•general recreation for the 
campus community 
A last· part of the track proj-
ect will be to iriclude seats at 
the track for 20,000 people. 
Osterhaus said planning 
was done mindful that in eight · 
to 12 years UCF may host 
events in Olympic festivals. 
He estimated that the total 
project will cost close to $10 
million and will use 40 to 50 
acres of the northeastern sec: 
tion of the university's prop-
erty. 
He added that a 4,400-car 
parkil!g lot which will accom-
panythe recreational area will 
be a "tremendous asset" tQ the 
college community. 
Bids are being solicited, and 
completion of the project is 
expected in January 1991. 
Another planned project is a 
student union. 
The union will cost between 
$8 million and $10 million, and 
will be located behind the 
Theater. and Computer Center 
II. . 
Osterhaus said the new 
student union area will be 
designed as a pedestrian thor-
oughfare featuring Florida 
Carl Colton plays his tuba while rehearsing with the marching 
band In preparation for Saturday night's football game. 
OP-INION 
Pat Clarke of WRY-Channel 9 talks to football coach Gene McDowell before Friday's 
Black-Gold game. 
by Samantha J. Griffin 
NEWS EDITOR . 
;/' 
A new million dollar endowment fund begun 
this summer is more than $900,000 short of its 
goal. 
alumni. The alumni are doing it because they 
want togive the university .something," Univer-
sity Relations Director of Development Kathy -
Berlinski said. "It's· also the alumni's gi~ to the 
university when UCF celebrates its 25th anni-
versary next year.,,. 
Berlinski said,"There are friends of the uni-
versity who want to participate," but, she 
added, "Most pledges will be from alumni, and 
that's why it's called The UCF Alumni Trust." 
UCFs alumni need a little more than 
$900,000 in order to reach the milliOn dollar 
goal set for their UCF Alumni Trust. 
Created July 23, the Alumni Trust is an 
endowment UCF alumni are creatii:ig for the 
university. . . 
Interest from the endowment will be used to 
provide scholarships for merit scholars. 
Berlinski said a large replica of the univer-
sity seal will be built to commemorate the trust. 
It will be surrounded by bricks bearing the 
names of those who donate $1,000 to the fund. 
"It is a $1 million endowment primarily from · SEE FUND PAGE 6 
Profe.SsOrs s_ay UC~,suffers from. weak. 
leadership at top; poor public i01age 
by Chris Richcreek 
MANAGING EDITOR 
Weak leadership at the top, 
a lack of funding and poor 
public relations have kept 
UCF from reaching new 
heights, according to the pro-
fessors who teach here. 
Fifty-two percent of profes-
sors polled said the UCF ad-
ministration ranks average in 
comparison with other 
schools; Another 40 percent 
ranked the administration 
low, while only 6 perce~t 
ranked the administration 
high . . 
One professor, describing 
the administration as auto-
cratic and hopeless, said, 
"When I think of a. response to 
this item as it applies to UCF 
·'admin_istrators', I think of the . 
statement-made by that 'great 
philosopher' J.R._ Ewing. He 
said, 'When you get past integ- . 
rity, it's a piece of cake.~" 
Five hundred· surveys were 
mailed to UCF professors. last 
·.spring. The Central Florida 
Future receiyed 128 c·ompleted 
surveys, for a return rate of 
25.6 percent. The surveys were 
used to gauge opinion on a 
number of issues facing teach-
ers: Anonymity was given So 
SPORTS 
• Former UCF basketball star 
Beverly Knight returns to her 
alma mater as the new 
women's basketball coach. 
Also, a preliminary look at. 
football as the Fighting 
Knights prepar~ of Bethune-
Cookman Coliege. 
respondents could answer 
freely with written comments. 
The survey category with 
·the fewest questions ("UCF 
administration" with two 
questions) brought the most 
written responses. Many 
negative comment.s-, were 
hurled at the UCF administra-
tion. . 
"Administrati~n ·views loy-
alty as 'Something due them 
from faculty, but not due to 
hard-working faculty from 
them," one professor said. 
Other professors were also 
less -than complimentary 
SEE SURVEY PAGE 4 
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. ·· We'll give you the·. . . . 
· .. _.· scholarship-mone)i·tQ .. 
. become a nurse and. . . 
~ ·the leaderships . · · s · · ·_ · 
to be a better-one. 
. ' . 
Staf t your career with advantages Odier · -
nursing students won't have. · 
. ' . 
Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps is 
. a great way to learn the self-confidence and · 
leadership skills that are important to any 
ca_reer, arid_ indispensable in J)Ursing. _·. · · ~ · 
. You deal with real people al)d real problems. 
. . _ Ancl learn to .manage, inspire and lead. Eyen · · 
. before you graduate. . . 
When you do graduate, you'll have a college 
· . . degree in nursing and. an officerS commission 
. . in· the Army Nurse Corps. With the . . · · . · 
· · . . responsibility most other graduates will have 
· · · to wait years for. · . . · · 
· ·. Fqr. more information abollt Army ROTC and . 
. ~ the qualifications forArmy ROTC Nursing . ·. · · -~: 
Sc~olarships, talk to yo14r P~fessor of Militafy : · .• . tJi 
. Science; today. . ·. · LiJ . : . 
. ~ ...... 
. . . 
·. · · · · Enrollment Office:. 
\ . . 
·:Humanities & :Fine Arts Building · · .. 
- . . 
~oom 209 / Telephon~: 275-2430 
r . ·. 
·:2 . 
~ -
.. 
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Kevin Clark shows his skill on a knee board at a recent Sigma Alpha Epsilon rush party. All of UCF' s fraternities have spent the last week recruiting l')ew members. 
Bid pick-up will be from 10-2 p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday in the Student Organizational Lounge (SOL). _. " 
want your parents' answer to Line 49-
E on their tax form from two years ago!" " 
Goodenough said his office is aware 
of the problems and looking for ways to 
Thjs year, UGF handed out $17 solve them. He said the federal govem-
million dollars in student financial aid. ment has made it difficult to work effi-
But not without problems. ciently. Congress made 700 changes in 
According to Richard S. Goode- . the requirements to get financial aid 
nough, UCF'sdirectorofFinancialAid, this year. 
well over half of that aid was in the · One major change was the eligibility 
form of student loans. of students for financial aid. · 
by Christin.a Lee 
• CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
However, according to many_ stu- According to Goodenough, "Before, 
dents, collecting the aid they were limits were based on the basis of in-
granted became a time-consuming, come alone. Now, students simply 
irritating, and frustrating job. have to demonstrate need through an 
Complaints among students vary. ACT Financial Statement." 
The most frequent complaints are Questions on the statement include 
about mi~sing documents, lack ofinfor- the annual income of the family of the 
mation on which types of financial aid student,. and the number of family 
are available, lack of personal atten- members. 
tion from people who work in the Fi- · Another major change was the defi-
nancial Aid Office. nition of an "independent student." . 
It seems that while some students In order to qualify as independent, a 
feel 'they are being treated like num- student has to fulfill at least one of the 
hers, other students wish the office following require~ents: -
would pay more attention to someone • must have been born beforeJan.1, 
else: ,. - · 1964, or; 
UCF student Frannie Waltz is one of • must have dependents other than 
those students. himself, or; 
She said, "It's ridiculous .. .like when • must be an orphan or a ward of the 
If none of these are applicable, stu-
dents can demonstrate independence 
by showing they have not been claimed 
as a dependent on their parents' tax 
forms for the pa~t two years and have 
made an annual salary of $4 thousand 
dollars or less. 
even qualify today, except under spe-
cial circumstances," Goodenough said. 
. He said the biggest problem with 
financial aid is the inability to disperse 
loan dollars closer to the first day of 
classes. 
In hopes of solving this problem, 
Goodenough hopes to develop an auto-
mated short-term loan program. 
you look at. a question (on the ACT court, or; 
Financial Statement form), and they ; m:ust be a veteran · 
"A single student with- a $10 thou-
sand yearly income--would likely not 
• REPUBLICANS MEET 
Congressman Bill McCol-
" lum of Florida will address the 
Orange County Young ~epub­
licans Sept. 8 at the Radisson 
Hotel on Lake Ivanhoe. 
McColluni will offer his obser-
vations and views as a member 
of the congressional commit-
tee investigating the Iran-
• Contra affair. Social hour 
begins at 7 p.m. and the meet-
ing will begin at 8 p.m. 
For more information call 
Byron Rambo at 423-5055 
during business hours. 
• UCF ART DEDICATION 
The UCF Library will be the 
site of two significant events at 
2 p.m. Sept.· 9-the unveiling 
of a bronze sculpture and the 
dedication of a stained glass 
window, both by the renowned 
Mexican artist, Leonardo Ni-
erman. 
On hand for the dedication 
will be members of the Florida 
Board of Regents, state legis-
3 d 1 
lators, members of the Art in 
Public Places Committee and 
local officials. An original com-
position written exclusively 
for the occasion will be per-
formed by the UCF Band. 
The public is invited to at-
tend the campus ceremonies. 
• SMALL BUSINESS SEMINAR 
A free veteran's seminar 
with special information for 
the handicapped on "How to 
Start and Manage Your Own 
Small Business" will be held 
Sept. 9and10from6p.m. tolO 
p.m. at the Holiday Inn; Uni-
versity. 
The seminar is free, but res-
ervations are required. 
For information or arrange-
ments for the handicapped, 
call 275-2796. · 
• YMCA CLASSES 
Registrations are being ac-
cepted for all fall session 
classes at the Winter Park 
Family YMCA. 
From .a curriculum of swim-
ming lessons for all ages from 6 
months to seniors, to more 
than 16 different adult fitness 
classes to choose from, the 
YMCA has something for ev-
ery member of the family. 
For more information · on 
classes or memberships, call 
644-1509. 
• "LOBST~R-THON" 
The Orlando Jaycees' "Lob-
ster-thon" to benefit the Dia-
betes Research Institute will 
be held Sept. 13 from 2 p.m. to 
7 p.m. at the, Central Florida 
Fairground Complex. 
The dinner price is $6.50 in 
advance and $7 the day of the 
feast, which will include a one 
pound Maine lobster, com-on-
the-cob, and beer or soda. 
The Diabetes Research In-
stitute will off er free blood 
sugar tests. 
For more information, call 
the Orlando Jaycees Club-
house at 896-04 7 4. 
• AD2 CLUB MEETING 
AD2 Club of Greater 
Orlando will be holding its 
September meeting at Peter-
son Outdoor Advertising Sept. 
10at6p.m. 
The meeting will consist of a 
tour of the facilities, a demon-
stration by billboard artists, 
and a cocktail reception follow-
ing the program. Members, 
free; guests, $5. · 
The happy hour of the 
month will be held Sept. 29 at 
Players Bar . on the comer of 
Curry Ford and Conway 
Roads. 
• AUTO AUCTION 
The National Society to 
Prevent Blindness' Central 
Florida Chapter will hold its 
Third Annual Auto Auction 
Sept. 12from11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
at the First F.A Bank on the 
comer of Colonial Drive and 
John Young Parkway. 
Those interested in donat-
ing cars as well as those who 
need more information should 
contact Mr. Kinzer at 425-
7002. 
• WEIGHT LOSS 
Florida Hospital will offer a 
free meeting to introduce the 
publie to its "Weight No More" 
program at 6:30 p.m. Sept. 3 in 
the Conference Room of Flor-
. ida Hospital Altamonte. 
Class enrollees will meet for 
nine more sessions beginning 
the following week. 
The cost for the complete 
"Weight No More" ·program is 
$140. 
For more information, call 
CorporateJCommunity Health 
Services at 897-1700. 
All submissions for New-
sclips must be typed and in-
clude- pertinent information 
like phone numbers, location.S 
and costs. The Central Florida 
Future reserves the right to 
edit submissions to meet the 
space availa/Jle. 
. • . 
·. 
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about the administration at UCF: 
•"The administration has forgotten that they are 
here to support departments and not the reverse. n 
•"The administration suffers from a monumental 
cr~dibility gap with the teaching faculty." 
•"The ·plantation-style administration blocks fac-
ulty from decis~on-making/policy-making environ-
ment within,theuniversity. Every situation, from the 
faculty senate through the .Personnel committees, 
operates purely as an advisory group." 
"Some areas of administration are superlative. 
Others (records, student financial aid) are abysmal. 
Sponsored research and graduate studies, under-
graduate studies are ~xcellent. (The problem is that) 
top-level administrators are more for their own secu-
rity than that of advancing the entire University. n -
Other professors felt that UCF administrators 
made too much money. 
"Administrators should have to take the cuts 
rather than teachers," one 'professor said. "There is 
much concei:n with the lack of funding for the basic 
education of students. Th·ere seems to be a high 
priority for football instead of the basic needs of the 
. student body." . . 
"Decrease the number of administrators and their 
salaries while ,putting more money irito classroom 
instru~on and faculty salaries," said another profes-
sor. 
Others complained .that UCF suffers from ineffi- -
ciency in public relations. One professor said, "Sp~nd 
more time and effort on improving academic quality 
and less time and effort on community image, (be-
ca,use) it's not working anyway." 
· A second professor added, "We need a far more 
assertive/creative public relations ·campaign for 
UCF-one that will see a productiv~ and innovative 
.. 
~mage of us emerge." ' 
_ "UCF should dedicate itself to serving the commu-
nity of which it is a part and put less emphasis on 
more expensive programs (like) football." 
When asked if they felt UCF ranked in the top 
three schools in ·Florida, 53 percent of the professors 
said no. Another 42 pe.rcent said yes, while five 
percent did not answer .the question. 
Some professors saw problems existing within the 
UCF bureaucracy. 
"Quit letting poor administrators intimidate fac-
ulty with students' evaluations, set suitable and 
uniform standards and stick to them by washfog out· 
students who can't or won't try," said one professor .. 
Another professor added: "More dialogue -is 
needed between faculty, students and administra-
tion. You cannot have quality education, cannot 
become the 'MIT of the South when teachers are 
"The administration suffers from a 
monumental credibilitY gap with 
the teaching faculty. 0 
students have teceived such- a weak education at the 
high school level" -
Some professors felt that UCF has had problems 
developing from its days as a predominantly techni-
cal school. 
"The ·university as a whole should stress its role as 
· lil university in .a dynamic, young community and 
cease functioning like a glorified trade or technical 
school," one professor said. 
A second professor added: "UCF is undergoing a 
transition from a university that was staffed with in-
experienced Ph.Ds back in 1968 to one which is 
adding a few new administrators with previous expe-
rience. This will hopefully improve administrative 
objectives and establish a reasonable plan for growth · 
leadership at the highest levels . continues· to be a 
seri9us problem." 
· Many professor also complained about a lack of 
respect on the state level. "Both the faculty senate 
and union are powerless to deal with the UCF ad-
ministration, BOR, and/~r the Legislature," said one 
professor. · 
Another professor added: "I feel UCF is treated by 
the state as a second-rate instjtution. This is intoler-
able. We should be treated with the same concern as-. 
FSU and Florida. I realize these are broad state-
ments, but the point should be made." -U~F lnstructc;>r The lack of state respect may hinder UCF's growth 
. ~ ; . 
in the· future, according to one professor. "It .is un-
likely that, as a whole, UCF will improve very much, 
criticized for being tough and students are denied · due to perennially inadequate funding, aggravated 
rewards for exceptional merit. Everybody is willing by the fact that dominant socio-economic groups in 
to bullshit but nobody is willing to. act." the state do not consider it· profitable to support such 
. Many teachers saw _serious problems with UCF's improvement significantly and broadly," the profes-
progress. · sor said. · 
"This university Will not become great until it · Another professor had this· to say about the 
becomes · serious about excellent undergraduate university's future: · -
studies and for the teachet:s who are striving to "UCF seems to be at a turning point. Its growth 
achieve this," one professor said. "'_rhe attitude of the and· the growth ·of Central Florida are pushing UC~ 
students must change from a grades-only goal to an to ti)~ forefront. The question is, will they (the ad-
educational goal. This is especially true -since the ministration) respond to the call." 
' . . 
FACILITIES 
FROM PAGE 1 
last i 6 months. UCF "w~s . not able to generate the He noted projected enrollment fig-
revenue to pay for the project," Oster- ures for the year 2,000 at 23,500 stu-
plants, cafe areas and waterscapes. 
A final project will be the constr:uc-
tion of CEBA II, to be located next to 
CEBA I. Construction should begin 
sometime this we~k and is expec.ted to 
.. . 
Osterhaus said UCF has also been 
looking i~to adding dorrilitory space. 
- He said the university houses 1,000 
students · on-campus, but administra-
tors keep_ an equally long waiting list, 
and still turn students away. 
New .dormitory facilities have been 
proposed in the area of.Greek Park, but 
haus said. dents. _ 
Dormitories, urilike other construe- Osterhaus said UCF owns .1227:) 
tion -projects, do not qualify for state acres of land, of which 392 acres have 
funding: . - - - been developed, 3.71 acres are planned 
Osterhaus said he would like to see · for development, and 463 acres are· 
on-campus housing accommodate 20 prote~d areas barred from develop-
·percent of the student body. ment. · 
,.  
. ~tudent GQvernmen~ lias made .available FREE Stqdent-Phones 
Take Advantage o~ the Cou~t~sy Ph~nes 
.. ~ Jor all of Your Local Calls . . .. 
Theatre 
Portables 
. · LOCA:TidNS 
· Humanities &: Fine Arts Bldg· .•••••••• ~ .... 2nd Floor 
Chemi~try Building - · . 
Adminis~ration Bldg.•.•• •••••• ~ ••••• 1st & 2nd Floors 
. Educati~11 -Building · 
- . . ah . 
:··Student Services Building •••••••• Across from Bookstore 
Computer~ Center II ••••••••••••··· ·•••••••••••••Near Lab · 
: Engineering Building ................. ..... lst & 2nd Floors 
· St:udent Center •••••••••• • ••••• Ac:ross from Knight's Den 
Howard Phillips Hall ................... · •• 1st & 2nd Floors 
· ~~iology Building•••-•••••.• ••••••••• •.•• •••. 2nd Floor Lounge 
~· Library••••••• •• • •• • •• ~ •••••••• ~ •••••••• •. 2nd & 3rd F~oors 
• 
• 
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Stant ord runs· into problems with animal research 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
PALO ALTO, Calif.-Animal rights 
activists won a round last week. 
The Santa Clara (Cal.) County 
Board of Supervisors ruled Aug. 25 
that Stanford University has to pre-
pare an Environmental Impact State-
ment before it can build a new aninial 
research lab. 
The decision, Stanford officials say, 
will stall building the lab at least until 
1988. 
to protest the &chool's use of animals in 
research. 
The Stanford, Berkeley and Cal-San 
Francisco rallies suggest protests and 
civil disobedience will continue during 
the 1987-1988 academic year. 
Stanford officials hope to build a $1 7 
million facility to house 51,000 rodents 
used by campus researchers in scien-
tific experiments. Cal officials want to 
build a $14.3 million facility to house 
rodents, cats and primates at the 
Berkeley facility. · 
USDA mandated that $10,000 of the their entire lives with no sunlight, 
fine should be used to improve animal . fresh air or exercise," added Lise Gi-
facilities. raud, a Stanford ei:nployee who opposes 
Berkeley officials responded by hir- the new animal facility. "It's not hu-
ing Hendrickson to oversee the im- mane to keep long-lived ailimals in 
provements. these cages all their lives." 
Now Hendrickson wonders, "Why "There's no reason for animal ex-
are they opposed to the building when perimentation," said Susan Rich of the 
they said the facilities are so terrible?" Washington, D.C.-based People for the 
It's because much campus animal Ethical Treatment of Animals. 
research is "stupid and redundant," Katz believes much of it is done to 
countered Dr. Elliot Katz ofln Defense win grants rather than to study serious 
of Animals, which opposes the con- medical problems. 
"Grants .are issued based on the 
The decision, rights activists. say, 
will give them a new weapon-state-
ments never have been needed before 
to build such facilities-in their effort 
to stop scientists nationwide from ex-
perimenting on animals. 
"There are many alternatives ... bt.Jt that includes qd-
ditional experimentation. Animal research is tried and 
true_. If you·do research a differe~t way I you won't 
validity of a project," said Margo Tan-
nebaum of California's Action for Ani-
mals. "There are many alternatives 
that are mqch less expensive than us-
ing animals, but that includes addi-
tional experimentation. Animal re-
search is tried and true. If you do re-
Their effort centered in northern 
California in July and August, where 
various humane groups lobbied 
against building new facilities at Stan-
ford, the University of California _at 
Sari Francisco and Cal at Berkeley. 
The conflict is representative of the 
growing national debate about animal 
research that swept through many 
campuses during the 1986-87 school 
year. 
Demonstrators marched at UCLA 
and the universities of Minnesota, 
Utah and Arizona, among dozens of 
others, during the year. 
At California-Davis, a group called 
the Animal Liberation Front freed 
turkey vultures from their lab cages 
-and set fire to a . veterinary laboratory 
get the grant.~, 
/ 
At Berkeley, animals now are 
housed at 22 different sites around the 
campus, said Dr. Roy Hendrickson, the 
director of the university's animal of-
fice who is overseeing efforts to central-
ize its animal facilities. 
Hendrickson says a new lab will 
improve t~e animals·' lives. · 
Spurred by complaints from animal 
rights advocates, the U.S. Departll\ent 
of Agriculture last year fined Berkeley 
$12,000 for placing animals in over-
crowded, unsanitary quarters. The 
American 
Heart . 
Msociation 
search a different way, you won't get 
M T. ba , the grant." 
- argo anne um, Other scientists remain unbowed. 
Action for Animals "Research without animals is idealistic 
but a bit naive," asserted Dr. Cynthia 
. . · Gillett of the University ofMinnes_ota. 
struction of the Berkeley facility and Cal-Berkeley spokesman Wallace 
ultimately wants to stop campuses Ravven added, "University research-
from experimenting on animals. ers are eager to find new, less ~ompli-
Ronnie Zanko of Minnesota's Ani- ·cated and less costly ways to do re-
ma:l Rights Coalition agreed, noting search. If there was convincing evi-
scientists U:Se monkeys to study the dence that other research areas were 
effects of alcohol or cocaine addiction cheaper, they would be grabbed up." 
while "there are millions of humans "If alternative methods were equal 
addicted to cocaine and ·alcohol. Why do or better," agreed Gillett, "they would 
they need to use a monkey? For the be used. It's ·very competitive to get 
sake of science? That's not .okay with grants, and researchers have to be on 
me." . the cutting . edge and use the latest 
"We find it inhumane that dogs live techniques to get funding." · 
·TAKE A BITE OUT· OF II 
6, 1he Cen1ral Aorlda FuUe, September 1, 1967 
Widt? reGeiver Bernard FordJleft) ~nd quarterback Darin 
Slack talk about the upcoming season. . 
FUND 
FROM PAGE l 
She said a committee still 
has to decide where to build 
the replica, how much to 
spend, and what to build it of. 
It is possible the seaJ will not 
be made· o( flowers, as origi-
nally planned, she added. 
"The first brick was pledged 
by President Colboum." 
Berlinski said a ·five-mem-
. her committee Alumni Trust 
Steering C9mmittee was set 
up to help raise funds for the 
Trust. 
The five recruited 30 people 
t~ help with the campaign. 
Each of them has already 
pledged $1,000, Berlinski said. 
Berlinski said 28 others 
have made $1,000 pledges. 
She said,"We are allowing 
some people to pay off their 
pledge through a university 
program where money can be 
deducted from their pay-
checks.~ · 
She said, "You have some 
· wealthy people who can write 
$1,000 checks right from their 
checkbooks, but you also have 
some people who are making a 
sacrifice by taking $10 out of 
their paycheck each week." · · 
Donors may also take up to 
4 years to fulfill the commit-
ment by making $250 gifts to 
the university annually. 
Don't oenlke Your Organs To Heaven 
Heaven Kno\VS \i\e Need Them Here. 
. ' . :• ., : . 
.. . . . . . 
Kaplan 
LSATPREP. .. 
BE 
·OVER40 
&LOVEI~! 
No matter what your age, if you 
plan on going to law sch~!· ~ 
score over 4Q can put spnng m 
your step! 
\bu see, candidates who sco~ 
between 40 and 48 on the new 
Law School Admission Test enjoy 
the best chance of being ac-
cepted to the law school of their 
choice and going on to practice 
with top firms or corporations. 
At. the Stanley H. Kaplan 
EducatiQnal Centei; ISM prep~­
ration Is a fine art. So much 
so that Kaplan has more "over 
405" grads than any other test prep 
firm in the nation. l Isn't that just the test edge 
your law career deserves? 
KAPLAN ~-
SlANlEY H KAPlANEOUCATIO'-IAl ONTER lTD 
The-worlds leading 
test prep organization. 
Call Days, E118nlngs, EvenWeel<ends 
. 678-8400 
2238 Winterwoods Blvd. 
Winter Park, Fla. 
Classes Forming Now! 
·Serving the University of ·Central 
Florida & Surrounding Area 
The Original. Our cheese pizza: 
For over 25 years, Domino's · 12" $6.02 16" $8.17 
Pizza has been delivering 
hot, delicious pizza to 
homes just like yours. 
Guaranteed. 
Real pizza Generous 
toppings. To your door.in 
30 minutes or less, or we'll 
take $3.00 OFF the price 
o~ your pizza! 
Taste why we're America's 
favorite pizza delivery 
company. 
Menu 
Every pizza is made by 
hand to your order with only 
tt:fe finest ingredients and 
pjzza toppings. 
Our 12·: 8-s/fce small 
pizza serves 2-3 persons. 
Our 16':, 12-slice large 
Pi?-za serves 4-6 persons. 
The ExtravaganZZa'" is 
the ultimate combination 
of 9 carefully selected 
and portioned toppings -
for the price of 5! 
12" $11.12 16" $15.42 
Or any combination of 
12 delicious toppings: 
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, 
Green Olives, Black Olives, 
Onions, Green Peppers, 
Ground Beef, Ham, 
Sausag·e, Hot Pepper 
Rings, Extra Cheese and 
Extra Thick Crust 
12" $1.02/topping 
16" $1.45/topping 
Prices do not include tax. 
. Serving University of · 
Central Florida & 
Surrounding Area: 
.249-1770 
12213 University Blvd. 
Hours: 
11AM-1AM Sun.-Thurs. 
d:?,r 
iJDeA 
·.DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS® 
FREE. 
Limited delivery areas. Dtivens cany under S20. C1987 Domino' a Pizza. Inc. 
• 
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Four colleges preparing for papal visit to campus 
by J. M. Rubin 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
Amid fears of campus gridlock, worries about how 
to get football sod to recover quickly and lingering 
questions about what to do with a $500,000 altar, 
four colleges are getting ready to host Pope John Paul 
II during the his September 10-19.visit to the United 
States. 
On his multi-city tour, the Roman Catholic leader 
will drop by the University of South Carolina at 
Columbia, the University of New Orleans, Xavier 
University and Arizona State University, in some 
cases for only a few hours. 
To students at the four campuses, the papal visit 
will mean canceled classes, changes in parking ar-
rangements, new construction and, in one instance, 
eviction from their dorm rooms. 
· To administrators, the vis~t means a lot of meet-
ings and extra expenses. . 
The University of New Orleans, for one, has spent 
"about $100,000" on landscaping, estimated UNO's 
Bill Racek, while Xavier, also in New Orleans, has 
campus speech will have to leave their rooms for two 
days. On the morning of the visit, the Secret Service 
. will "sweep" nearby buildings, and seal them until he 
leaves. -
Nevertheless, "the students and everyone on 
campus are excited and looking forward to the visit," 
Hill maintained. 
Similarly, the UniversityofNewOrleans-where 
John Paul II will visit Sept. 12 -will cancel classes 
and close its offices and library in anticipation of an · 
influx of some 30,000 visitors, Racek expl$ed. 
After the pope and the visitors leave, however, 
audience will consist of members of the National 
Catholic Education Association.and the Association 
of Catholic Colleges and Universities . 
Both groups have criticized the Vatican in recent 
years for ·its proposals to. bring Catholic campus 
courses under Church control, a move many Ameri-
can officials say would undermine the value of de-
grees granted by U.S. Catholic colleges. 
"Our only regret," Tucker said, "is that so few 
Xavier people will be able to attend, but we are not in 
control of the invitations. Xavier is only serving as 
host. If more tickets become available, more Xavier 
people will be able to be there." 
The pope's last campus appearance will be at 
Arizona State, where he will celebrate MaSs - oddly 
enough-in Sun Devil Stadium on Monday, Septem-
ber 14. 
"The students and evef'ione on 
campus are excited and looking 
forward to the visit." ASU will cancel classes on the 14th, but has not declared a campus holiday. Classes will be resched-
: -Ann Hill, uled for a "reading day" later in the ·semester, said 
USC newswrtter ASU spokesman George Cathcart. 
• been "cleaning up the place, sandblasting buildings 
_and doing some landscaping," sa1d spokesman Rich-
ASU will encourage students, staff and adminis-
trators to take the day off or leave campus as early as 
UNO will still have ~ $500,000 altar the ·archdiocese possible on the 14th. 
is building for the occasion. Though all ASU facilities will be open, Cathcart 
"The university will have to decide what to do with said the school has encouraged people to take the day 
it," Racek said of the structure,' which encloses show- off or leave campus early on the 14th. ard Tucker. · 
J oho Paul · II wi•l be at South Carolina for only 
about five hours, where he'll make two addresses. and 
meet privately with non-Catholic religious leaders. 
ers and parking for the "popemobile," the pontiffs The Secret. Service also had asked the school to 
special limousine. close some parking areas near the stadium. 
Racek said it's possible the altar may become a ASU is getting less sprucing than the other cam-
USC, city, state and archdiocesean officals started -
• planning for the five-hour visit six months ago. 
The objective, said Ann Hill, a USC newswriter, 
was "to let the largest possible number of people see 
the pope without causing major gridlock in all of 
South .Carolina." 
On Sept. 10, the day before the visit, students who 
live in dorms near the site of John Paul Ifs first 
dressing area for athletic events. . · puses the pope will visit, though Cathcart reported 
It will take about a we~k to restore the grounds, _ the diocese is installing a. 65 ft. copper cross in the 
Racek said. stadium. 
Xavier's Tucker said it's all worth it. "This visit has University officials okayed the cross after church 
been a great opportunity for exposure, for getting leadersagreedtotake"greatcare"topreventdamage 
some things done that needed to be done." . to the football field. 
A few students will be among the 4,500 people who ASU's first home game, against-the University of 
hear John Paul II speak at Xavier, but most of the Pacific, is Saturday, the week after the pope's visit. 
. ~'An investment in .knoWledge ·pays intereSt!' 
Brianjust -ot . . 
. a ·new set o wheels. 
He o~y had a few drinks. He even laughed when his friends told him not 
to drive home. He was sure he could handle it. 
Wrong. Almost dead wrong. And it happens to kids just like.you, 
every week. \ 
That's why Yellow Cab is sponsoring the "Safe Ride Home". program. As a 
member, you'll receive a special Safe Ride Home c~rd.· If you've had too 
much to drink, or a friend has-or you find yourself in any dangerous 
situation where a safe ride home can make the difference, call. We'll 
send. a Yellow Cab to pick you up and get you home; safe 
and sound. Free. All you 'have ·to do is ·present your 
card to the Yellow Cab driver when he arrives. 
Safe Ride Home. Because, when it comes to 
drinking and driving, you don't want to take 
the chance. Not on your life. 
699.-9999 
Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company, 
A Member of Mears Transportation Group 
•Trudy Abney 
• Richard Aiken 
·Leah Akin . 
• Kimberley Alexander 
• Janet Alison 
• Kelly Ammerman 
• Jeann Applewhite 
•Lynda Barber 
~ • Rita Barkley , 
.. • Lance Barnard 
·• Alison Ba~saline 
• Deborah Bazan 
• Stephen Bel.I 
· • Louise Blackhelder 
• Edwin Blaine 
··Nedda Blake 
• James Blankenship 
. • Baiba Bourbeau 
•Ahn Bowman 
• Stephen Bridges 
• Rebecca Brown 
· • Barbera Bruce 
• Maryann Bull 
• Laura Burry 
•Kent Cain 
• Kathleen Cassady 
• Regina Cassady 
• Edward Chambers 
• Michael Clamme 
• Anthony Connelly 
• Julene Connor 
• Gwendolyn Conrac 
. • Krissey Corley 
· • Jere Dailey 
· •Debra Daniels 
• Mary Darden 
· • Barbera Dates 
• Sandra Dawson 
•Velma Day 
• Carolyn Devore 
• Wililam Deyoung 
• Joanne Diamond 
• Donna Diggs 
··Janice bowns 
· • Dennis Duffy 
• Richard Dunham 
• Richard Dunn-Roberts 
• Patris Eftekharza(ter 
· • Randy Ferrel 
. , .• William Floyd 
• Sean Flynn . 
· • Sand}t Funderburke 
• Joette Gaccione 
.• Ann Michele Garrision -
•Julia Gentry 
• Deborah Giles '. 
• Ruth Ginchereau 
• Carol Godbout 
• Bradley Graziadio 
, •Minh Ha 
• M.J. Calhoun 
• A. M. Chappuis 
•L.A. Connelly 
• L. Fernandez 
-• M. E. Lopez 
• Deborah Haataja 
• Valerie HancoCk 
•Joy Helms 
• Marsha Henry 
~ Brenda Herman 
~ Dara Hoffman · 
• MarUes.e Hogan · 
• Cynthia Hovik 
• Kelly Hunter 
• Lisa Issacs 
•Brian Johnson 
• Rochard Joy, J.R. 
•Petra Kelly 
• Robin Kladke 
• Monica Krebbs 
• Vincent Krivi 
•Janice Kuehne 
• Susan Lagow 
• Suzanne Lamlein 
• Thomas Land 
• Heidi Latto 
•Kin Lazar 
• Linda Leibovitz 
• Barbera Lee 
•Alice Leinbach · 
• Mary Kay Lester 
. • Jettrey List 
• Sharon Lloyd 
• Lisa Loc~wood 
• Lowell Logan 
·-Tracey Luster . -
• Renee Maines 
• Wendt Martin 
• Ivonne Matos 
• Elaine Matthews 
• Nancy McFarland 
• Susan McGuire · 
• Vickie McMillan 
• Stephen Meehan . 
• Rebecca Menegatti 
• ~obert Miller 
• Gordon Miranda 
• Patricia Mogg . 
• Jeanne Moore 
• Deborah Moseley 
• Deborah Mozeri 
• Elaine Mullen 
~ Saildra Neves 
~ Long Nguyen 
• Brenda Ortiz 
• Qonald Owens 
•David Page 
•Helen Peery' 
• Su8an Pegram 
• Joe Pendergrass 
•lain Penny 
• Denise Peterson 
• Wade Pickren 
• Stephen Pigofa 
•Vance Porter 
·• M. Mclinn 
• J. M. Mixson 
• G. Rogers 
• T. S. Shaw 
• D'. Torres. 
• Patricia Priest · 
•Carol Rad 
•-Robert Ramon, Jr . . 
• Joseph Rash 
• Bronica Ray 
~Tina Reed 
• Patricia Reid . 
• Christopher Richcreek 
• Frederick Riehl 
•Tracey Rosenberg 
•Paige Rothar 
• Julia Rowlett 
• Anita Ryden 
• Rose Schmitt 
•.Barbera Schoening -
• Michael Scholz 
• Bruce Schultz 
• Susan Scott. 
• Mary Sears · 
• David S.eligson 
• Glenn Semmel 
·Charles Sentz-
• William Shaw 
• Timothy Shea 
•Joan Sisto 
• Julie Smith . 
• $hannon Smith 
•,Michael Spotts, J.R. 
• Nathan Steµry 
• Charles Stoel 
• Thomas Storm 
•· Karen Stronk 
• Nora Taylor , · 
• Cynthia Thomas 
• Pamela Thomas 
• Susan Thomas 
• Robinette Thompson 
• Lisa Thweatt 
• Kelly Topoleski 
•Kenton Towne 
• Carol Vander Vennet 
·. • Susan vason · 
•Jo-Anne Ventevogel 
• Elizabeth waioott 
• Janice Walker 
• Theresa Wall 
•• Melissa Walters 
. • Barbera Warman 
• Elizabeth Watters 
• Cristi Weckenmann 
· ·John Weeks 
·Ellen Wilson 
• Melinda Wilsoo 
• Carol Winters 
· • Roseann Withers 
•Darcy Young _ 
• Timothy Young · · 
• Theresa Zagger 
• Carta Zimmerman 
• Steven Zimmerman, J.R. 
.. 
• 
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BOWERY 'IOMOTIONI 
-
Bands & Entertainment for ALL Occasions 
Rudy or Walter (305) 677-5524 (305) _677-6488 
. . As a Peace Corps volunteer, you could help i)eopie in_ developing 
countries ob~ain the skills they need to gr~ their a.vn food. 1 
The Peace Corps trains volunteers with agriculture degrees 
or experience. Call toll-free 800-424-8580. And put your 
experience to work where it can do a world of good. · 
U.S. Peace CorP.s· ·. ·, 
The toughestjobyou'll~wr-love. · 
. · A Pu!?'lc ~ of This ~wsPEIQ(lr & The Advertlsing Council 
If YOU'RE NYING MORE 
THAN THIS FORCOPIES, 
YOU'RE GmlNG BUFFALOED 
At Kinko's we offer the highest quality copies at a very low 
price. Try Kinko's. For great copies. And great deals. 
· • kinko·s· 
Great copies. Great people. 
12223 University Blvd. 127 W. Fairbanks 
(corner University & Alafaya Trail) At Park Avenue 
658-9518 628-5255 
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CIA to increase recruiting this year 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
LANGLEY, Va.-Despite campus protests 
and budget cuts, the Central Intelligence 
Agency plans to accelerate its recruiting of 
college studentsl an agency spokeswoman said. 
"We're happy to go· where 
we' re invited." 
-Sharon Foster, 
CIA spokeswoman. 
Plans for a new eight-week summer intern- rado, Minnesota, Massachusetts ·and other 
ship program-in which students must prom- schools protested the agency's recruiting on 
ise not to divulge what they're doing or how their campuses during the 1986-87 academic 
ipuch money they're making-were revealed in year. Demonstrations, however, won't per-
a letter sent to cam·pus career counselors. suade the agency to stop recruiting at colleges, 
In .addition, the agency will recruit at 200 Foster said. 
ca~puses this academic year to seek out "the The CIA is invited by college official~ to 
best and the brightest students" interested in recruit at schools, Foster explained. "We're 
careers with the CIA, spokeswoman Sharon . happy tQ go where we're invited. Even though 
Foster said. · there have been a lot of demonstrations at the 
Foster said budget cuts have forced the CIA University of Colorado, we'll still recruit there 
to alter its recruiting from its traditional "shot- because the university invited us." 
gun approach" this year. . Foster ,would not say how m~y students the 
"If the agency needs employees with math CIA plans to interview or hire during the 1987-
backgrounds, for example, recruiters_ will visit 1988 academic year. "It's not agency policy to 
schools with outstanding mathematics pro-. talk numbers. The opposition pays a lot of 
grams," Foster said. · · · . . attention to that." The opposition, Foster said, 
Shouting opposition to U.S. policy in Central "is anyone working against the interests of the 
America, s~udents at the universities of Colo- United States." -· 
Minorities leaviOg journalism fielet 
Staff Report 
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE 
rold Washington told the Na- Newspap~r Editors· (ASNE) -
tional Association of Black pledged in 1978 to employ 
Journalists. minority editors and repo~rs 
Minority students make up Minorities leave journalism in numbers reflecting the ra-
13.4 percent of the graduating at 3 times the rate of whites, cial composition of.the United 
journalis~ seniors hired by , noted Ellis Cose of Columbia's States by the year 2000. 
daily newspapers, but once Gannett Center for Media . But ASNE figures show 
I 
hired few of those reporters Studies. that minorities made up 6.5 
will stay in the field of journal- The cause is ~ a perceived ·percent ·of the reporters and 
is1,11; recent surveys reviewed lack of career opportunity, a editors on daily. .papers in 
at ~ convention of black jour- 1985 survey by the Institute 1986. This has increased from 
nalists last week showed. for Journalism Education · 4.8 percent in 1980, when 
What results is "biased re- found. .minorities made up 22 percent 
porting," Chicago Mayor Ha- The American Society of of the U.S. population. 
. ' 
-~· 
\V<>ul~d you gamble.-an arm ~ 
aftd a legfor .. half a seme.ster:'s tuition? 
, . ' 
An arm.or leg injury requiril.~.g hospitalization could mean well over 
$1 000 in unexp~cted costs if you're without health insurance. UCF . 
' . . 
·Student Health Service provides no hospitalization or emergency 
room benefits, and.,many parent plans: discontinue coverage for 
dependents at age 21. 
But for less than.· one half of one semester's tliitfon -·$22.92 per month 
• ·a single student can obtain group coverage worldwide from UCF 
for up to $25,000 per illQess or µijury. 
Protect yourself fro~ unexpected l~sse~ that. could cripple Y·?ur 
college caree~. 
Don't gam:tJle an arm and leg on your education. 
Optional UCF 
Com~re I - UCF Health Health Your 
. .. 
Coverage Insurance Service Plan 
Outpatient (~) (.../) ( ) 
Hospitilization N) ( ) (- ) 
Emergency ('1) ( ) ( ) 
Coverage 
Dependent - (:V) ( ) . . 
Coverage 
.CALL: (800) 282-5635 
· or (800) 821-789~ 
·Arca(jia~· ig.nora.nce 
.. osks: a·re we recilly a . 
civilized society? 
."Your children are going to die." . . 
"This is no problem that can't be solved with a 
shot.gun." 
Is it worth it? .If your children tested positive to 
AIDS would you send them to ·school even in the face 
of such threats? 
Clifford and Louis Ray of Areadia did. Unfortu-
nately, they quickly fourid that the threatening 
phone calls they had been receiving were no idle talk. 
The danger became very real Friday night when the 
couple's home Wfl:S gutted by ijre. . 
What would you do? The Rays decided to call.it 
qui~. Just weeks after the ruling allowing the Ray 
children go back to ·school, ~he entire family is hiding 
out-in fear for their lives. 
And just what crime did Ricky, 10; Robert, 9; and 
Randy, 8 .commit? The children are hemophi)iacs. 
They have been exposed to the AIDS virus ,presuma-
bly by a clotting agent they take to make their blood 
clot. Their .crime, quite simply, is that they were 
unlucky. · 
The story of how the children co.ntracted AIDS is a 
tragedy in itself; one worthy of the flourish of senti-
ment and mon~y that usually pours in for 'tragedy· 
victims. · 
But this tragedy has only led to another. People 
angry with the ruling have taken things into their 
own hands and as a result the Jhty children have been 
deprived of a basic right: the freedom to attend a 
public school. · , ·., . _ 
That people have attempted· to take this right 
away is no real surprise. The medical world says the 
· chances of these children giving other children AIDS 
is very slim. 'fhe medical world's opinion is being 
ignored. And the ignorant are often dangerous. 
What.is surprising is that local authorities seem 
unwilling. to admit there is a problem, much less. 
protect the children . 
. DeSoto Counfy Sheriff Joe V amadore called the 
gutting of the house, "a suspicious fire." 
Right. And on those same lines, Pearl Harbor was 
a fishy incident too. 
With the world against th~m, ~d the people who 
have.sworn to protect them sitting the fence, the Ray 
children don't have a chance. - . · 
So they will hide, with no hope of living normal 
lives any time soon, and our so-called civilized society 
loses a point to the animals of ignorance. 
.Jf you would like to make a contribution to the 
Clifford Ray family, two funds have been 8et up, one 
in care of their attorney in Sarasota and the other in 
care of St. Pauts Catholic Church in Arcadia. 
The addresses: 
·Judith Kavanaugh 
1225 Second St. 
SarasQta, Fla. 34236 
The Ray Fund 
.St. Paul's Catholic Church 
Rt. 8, Box4S 
Arcadia, Fla. 33821 
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Opinlonl exp1998d In TliteatNJFkriilaF,,,_ en thoM of 1he edltororWllterand not 
neceaatf thole~ 1he Boad of N:>katlorw, u~ Admlnktratlon. or Boald of 
Reger'ltl. Letten to 1he Edtor mud be iyped and lnc:lJde the authof1 llgnot\R, 
mqor and phone runber. Letters en subject to edlfng and become the COPV" 
rightedpropertyofth9~. n..Ca1M1FlarilMF""1tnllaf1".non-prollt. twice 
WMlct( newspaper plbllhed ckmg the acodemlc ywa. 
The teacher surv~y stbries·that have appeared in 
the last three issues of The Central Florida Future 
brought to ligtit many pro~lems of.the university. 
The st9ries may have seemed to many readers to 
be a compilation of quotes by educated complainers 
who fajied to get their way and.decided to bad-mouth 
others in 11etaliation. Not true. . 
MY VoTc: oN TrH~ 
V1TAL tEGJSLA1IoN 
I~ $Ro~GHT To 'loG 
.B't TttE f oLLoWJNG 
. PoLrTtCAL ·AcT1at4 
CoMMt[TEE~ ... 
In reality, given·a forum to speak out, the profes- will continue to wonder on a staggering camel in the · 
sors brought . many problems· to the forefront. desert of might-have-beens. · 
Granted, a majority of those who spoke out were the . Survey notes: SQ,_,me minor· facts came to light 
frustrated and the arigry. But those who are content while I compiled the information for the surveys. 
do little toward getting the problems solved. In fact; •A completion rate of 25.6 percent was not bad 
they may be the problem themselves. · considering the late start (the surveys were mail~d 
There are obvious problems between the faculty out to teachers in early A11gust.) Overall, we at The 
and administration. Some wise sages say that there Central Florida Future were happy with the returns. 
always will be problems, no matter what university ·~anks go out to those professors whQ sent ~es­
it involves. Yet·the problem is twice-deadly when one sages or else called with helpful advice/constructive 
takesintoaccountthatUCFisagrowinginstitution, criticisms. This was the first time we tried a project 
one that could be really successful if given a chance this big, and all of the advice was well-taken. We're 
to mature in an orderly manner from youthful devel- hoping to learn from our mistakes and launch more-
opment to educate~ manhood. successful (and accurate) surveys in the future, no 
Yet maturation cannot occur without a quality pun intended. 
faculty which educates quality students and then •The Rudest-Department-Of-The-Survey award 
sets them free to create wonders throughout the goes to Equcational ~ervices. If any one dep~rtment 
world. And a quality faculty, as a whole, cannot exist didn't like my survey, or more specifically, skipped 
in an environment where many of them are le'aving over constructive criticisms to get in some rather 
for other teaching positions with more money and nasty shots, it was this department more than any 
better research opportunities. other. If you are a studenf in this major, I'm ·sorry. 
It may be a rhetorical call, ·but now, with the Maybe there's still some time to switch. 
throes of growth reaching an accelerated pace, the •The,Typical-Reactipn award goes to the English 
faculty and admmistration need to work together in Department, who took the time to _correct my gram- · 
hammering out their differences. Pay scales· may matical oversigh~s on the survey~ However, they were 
need to be increased, the · teaching standards may . right and I was wrong, so thanks. A lot. . 
becoi:netougherin the eyes of students, thepossibili- •The A-Ha-I-Knew-Something-Was-Up award 
ties are endless, the problems are· not. But universi- goes to the Computer Science department. They were 
ties don't become great when professors are suing the department in the survey that was most-happy 
deans· over tenure, when the head of administration with their salaries. 
commands little respect among the faculty, when the 
problems ~uffer stagnatiQns instead of solutions. 
Only by Ul).ifying these unwieldily bodies c~ the 
school as a whole receive more respect from the State 
University System. More respect could earn more 
funding, more quality students, and more stature as 
a quality university. 
· • For all of those professors who said, "Thanks for . • 
doing the survey."; beH.eve me, the pleasure was all · 
mine. FimµIy, I hope something positive comes out of 
this. There are a lot of really good teachers out there, 
and this university has been good to. me. I'd like to see . ~ 
these two combin·e for a virtually unbeatable combi-
However, if unification does not oc.cur soon, UCF nation. . · -
• GOODIES snu HERE 
Editor: 
Well after two years I returned 
to my alma mater to take a class in · 
advanced radiololgic scienbes. 
Changes· have been wrobght all 
over. Engineering has a fil1e new 
building. The front of the library is 
all spiffed up. The new walks have 
grown nicely with the rain we've 
~en blessed with, along with the 
constant watering maintenance 
gives them. There are kinds ofnew 
stuff all over. Health and Physics 
have their 0"'1l building too. 
· How:ever some .things n~ver 
change: 
Like the long lines at Add/ 
Drop. -
The lack of parking space. 
The Bookstore cafeteria closing 
the door in your face. 
The lack of Services to the eve-
ning student. 
And last but not least-STU-
DENT GOVERNMENT and ·the 
ADMINISTRATION . . 
.. Good golly these goodies n_ever 
change. · · 
Stephen Paul Rusk 
Health 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
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CAMPUS LITE 
.\,.JlT" E~ER'::t $1,000 TUE"t-l WE'LL PLAC."£ 
cot-1Ttl..\~UT10~. · &Joo~ BRJl.6' Wll'"M . 
WE'U .. lNS"C..il8E ~OU( 
FULL NtlfV\E ON · i~tS. . 
\00\ NATURAL, PURE 
C.LA'.:t SitC:K •• ~ 
ll[}={]O~ !F#J!L!L: ,·. 
~a UaliJa!J?ia~a~a . ~a©a~a 
(Slim, Trim, And Really Super Stude,rtts) 
. The effective weight loss program ~esigned 
specifically for UCF students. Learn to 
improve your eating and exercis_e habits, 
lhe Central Florida Futtxe, September 1, 1987, 11 
~~,'IOU OON''.i.' .iµ.\~ ~l'\..OT 
~~GONe. ON . 
\..O~Q eNOUGi~f 
·= 
by Michael Fry 
have·. rriore energy, and feel good· abou~ tween. ·3 day quit ses- . ·t 
yo.ursel.f while you lose weight. No. off-limits ~- s_jons. held :,_once a ~ :.:l·Shirts.,_Safe_Bide_Home ·cards, pnzes 
· & BBQ included -foods, no counting calories, and for all l)CF- .· month. · Mee.ts every · 
students it's FREE!' Wednesdays at 1 ana 3. · Mon~ay at4·P:M ..  ;start-
.P.M., be.ginning Septemt;>~r 2. · · ~- ir.Jg .$eptember 14th. 
> • • 
~aWW~~a Ua 
. (Student Wellness Ad.vacate Team) 
. · A club of diverse, energetic students with~ keen 
, interest in our camp~·s populatlorn well-being. . . · .. : 
WATCH liHIS COLUMN FOR MORE 1.NFO! 
· L · Tel-Health is a free service a~ailable In :' ; 
$ the Student Health Center waiting, room. , ~ 
~ This service con.sists of several ~ 
~ . . ¥ hundred tape-recorded health messages. ~ 
~~ · Each tape is 3-5 minutes long and written :· 
~ in an easy-to-understand language. . A ~ ~ 
wide range o~ subjects is addressed. . ~ 
You ·may listen to any of these tapes by ~ 
requesting them - using the numbered . ti 
subjeCt index posted beside the special ' 
tel_eptione. · · ,, ~~ 
-
1 
' , I
! 
'I 
Sigma Phi Eplllon 
Thanks to everyone who helped wtth rush, 
both llttle sisters and brothers. Hopefully all 
the hard work will have paid off. 
Pl Beta Phi 
Hey all you new Pl Phi angels! We're super 
psyched to see you In Wine & Blue. We 
wish you lots of fun & love during PlecJge-
shp. Remember we love you SUsl and 
Donna! Go Pl Phll 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
CongratUlatlom all brothers and little sis-
ters on a jammln' rush. We welcome our 
new pledges and look forward to a great 
semester. Little sister rush is Sept. 4 ... Get 
ready I 
Pl Kappa Alpha 
Welcome back Pikes! Congratulations on 
dominating Fol Rush. Special thanks to 
OlM' beautiful Lii Sisters. D.J .. all.mnl. and 
Hoote'S. See Todd Taylor for FB practice. 
V-Ball contact Is Sfeve Rlsenger. Thanks to 
Tom Brawley for 1he awse deput of Pikes 
Peak. Bids are out. Pick yours up at the 
SOL Have a nice day. 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
Welcome back sisters! It Is so nice to see 
eveiyone agah. Congrats on an awe-
some rush! Thanks Sherri for your enthusi-
asm as rush chairman. Our new pledges 
are the top of the lne. Pledges. we are 
excited and honored to have you join In 
OlM'fun and sisterhood. Also. thanks to our 
Zetamen who worked so hard these past 
few weeks. 
UCF MOO DUK KWAN/TAE KWON DO 
CLUB Is now forming FREE COED 
· .beginner's classes. Classes are being held 
Mon and Wed nights In the MPR In the 
Education Bldg. Call Louis at 331-7415 or 
Kevin at 281-8492. 
Reachoutforsuccessl Prepareyourselffor 
higher Income. job advancement. per-
sonal satisfaction. and success. Develop-
ing yat1 speaking skills will make a dlffer-
ence In howfaryou can gol If you wantto 
move c:j)eod, join UCF Toastmasters-
Tuesday momlngs from 8:00 to 9: 15 a.m. In 
the Education Bldg. Room 125. For more 
lnformotton. contact Doug: 647-0270 or 
David: 365-7 450. 
·Quotes• 
The first program meeting is at the student 
Center 214 on Wednesday September 2, 
4-5 p.m. 
S.A.S. 
(Student Accounting Society) 
Fun, friends. and prof. contacts first meet-
ing - Tues .. Sept. 1. Check In Accounting 
Office (PH 417) for time and room #. 
Resp. M/F to share 4bd/2ba with pool, 
Lake Conway area. Non-smoker. $250/ 
mth 1/3 utll. 855-7965 ofter 6. 
Female rm.- tum. bedrm .. laundry, family 
rm In executive Christion home. $230.00 
mth + privacy 679-8222. 
Just bring groceries- apt 3 large rms fully 
fumished utl Included $350 first last plus 
S 100 security In Chuluota col 365-3756. 
2 bdrm/2 bath duplex. Walk to UCF. New 
carpet & paint. $400. 657-7889 or Marlo at 
648-0713. 
$300.00 Security Depo11t 
No Appllcatlon Fee 
Pool .. Healed Jacuzzi 
2 & 3 bedroom; with 2 ful baths washer/ 
dryer hook-ups, mlnl-bHnds starting at 
$465.00 
UCF/Martln Area 
student and Famlly Sections 
Sussex Place 
281-6393 
Excellent Income for home assembly 
work. For Info call 504-646-1700. Dept. P-
307. 
Roadway Package System, o small pack-
age corrter hos part-time openings for 
package handlers. The position ls for load-
Ing and unloading trucks and moving 
packages within the terminal. Work shifts 
available: · 
9 p .m. to 1 a.m. 
2:30 a .m. to 6:30 o.m. 
Salary Is $7 per hour. Apply to: R.P.S. 3001 
Old Winter Garden Rd. or Call 297-3715. 
Kitchen help must be dependable lght-
clean work. Call Beth J.R. Jakes 677-4169. 
Baby~ltter. Part-time orllve In non-smoker, 
must drive. car Is provided 657-2935 
Share mobile home. S 140 mo. 1 /2 utll. $200 
deposit. Near Kirkman end 50. Easy ac-
cess to East-West. Must be mature and 
responsible. 29a.:o707. 
GOVERN~NT HOMES from $1 (U repair). 
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. · Waitress wanted-expanding our hours 
call 1-805-087-6000 ext. GH-4628 for cur- full/parttimeforrestaurontlnOvledo/UCF 
rent repo list. ' area please call 365-2435. 
Non-smoker. seml~erlous student for own 
room In furnished duplex Sl 55 month + 1 I 
3 utlls. 657-4961. 
Responsible M/F roommate to share nice 
3bd/2ba home 5 mi from UCF. Furnished, 
appllances. etc. non~mOker $200/mo + 
1/3678-1003 
TuskawlHa FlM'Olshed 2 bdrm-2bath condo 
washer/dryer. pool and tennis. $230 + 1/2 
utll deposit and lease required. Call David 
at 365-l 045. 
Lorge 2 bdrm 1 both adjacent to UCF 
Washer/dryer, ql.iet. lrrmed available 
$400/mo. Call 830-9966 or 339-5932. 
1980 Honda Accord Sl 000 080 Call Terry 
x5029 /889-0117 
rEWLETT-PACKARD HP-71B hand held 
computer with math pac $315 080 657-
1650 evenings 
Computer/word processorTRS80/lll 2dlsk/ 
LPVl printer & lots of Software and manu-
als. Asking $950 but wiling to deal. Coll 
678-7462 ofter 3P 
Roommates own a luxury condo for what 
you'd payforrentl Hldden0aks2 bdrm/2 
1 /2 both dolble master/washer dryer 
microwave. Near UCF low low down and 
assume NONqualifylng mortgage cal 
644-3044 ofter 3 p.m. 
For sale: Banjo w/books and tapes $100, 
Tl58C Programmable calc. never used 
$35, binoculars 7x-15x75 zoom $25. 
women's 26" 10 speed $25, men's 27" 10 
speed $25, 425-8410. 
-
1973 Pinto Wagon. A/C, am/fm stereo. 4 
spd. Veiy rellable, many extra pans. $550. 
2 bedrm l /2 bath townhouse only 10 min. • Evenings 628-0516. 
from campus. wosher.dryer.pool,jocuzzl. -------------
Low electric. Mold service avaloble. Coll 
Mork at 695-6289. ~75. 
For rent 2bdrm. 2 both across from UCF 
$400 W/D conn. full kitchen coll 281-lm 
Nanci. 
Altamonte Springs 2 bedroom duplex, 
carpet. NC. minl's, washer/dryer hook-
up, yard. Great Location! $425 mo. plus 
secuity. 657-7222. -
Duplex for rent 2bdrm/2both fully 
equipped 1 mile from UCF coll Barry 260-
1793. 
79 WJ Sclrocc0. Sunroof, 4spd, am/fm 
coll/equallzer.1 owner.goodcond,4new 
tires excellent engine call Fred ofter 5 p.m. 
699-8893 also has tnted windows S'!J:XXJ/ 
nego 
VW Rabbit excellent cond. 1980 $1300 
obo 50 mph call 281-4730 or 869-5910. 
Small Refrigerator-like new, brown, l :6 cu. 
ft. S75 call 281-7573. 
Twin bed with mattress. boxsprfng and 
frame. Like new. $80.00 obo. Call Jodi 
ofter 6:00 273-5001. 
students needed to clean homes. Hours 
to flt sch0dule. Coll 699-1636. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Infor-
mation, pregnancy tests end counseUlng. 
VD screening. low cost, confidential serv-
ices and general anesthesia. 898-0921 
Central Florido Women's 
Health Organization 
STUDENT LOANS to $7500. No Credit. In-
sured Plan. Orlando 273-3263. 
Tl-E SQUEEZE IN ON! 
Send o .HUGG-A-GRAM. for any occo-
slonl Greatsurpriseslncludedll Cal ·BEAR-
HUGGS. toorderthls unique.caring greet-
ing J 281-1149 
FAST.TYPING SERVICE 
Quick Professional Services. Al work pre-
pared on commercial word processors for 
error free neo1ness. We use IBM Equip- . 
ment Letter quality not dot-nictrbc. Free 
revisions. Someday and weekend service 
ovc:ilable. Over 15.800 satisfied students 
and 4 grouches. Ceil 671-3007 
All types of student documents. Same day 
service ·available. IBM letter quality word 
processing. 
Fast • Professlonol •Accurate 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Resumes and cover letters 
Designed I Revised /Typed- 657-0079 
Typing/Word processing: Grad quality 
work. editing, technlcal. 366-0538. 
Professional Word Proc~lng 
*student Discount* 
Documents of any kind 
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE 
740-0227 
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4 
Typing Word Processing 
Term papers S 1.25 per page coll after 
3:00 p.m. 767-0589. 
TYPING. fast. accurate, reasonable. Close 
to campus. Call Berny 282-4168. 
LASER PRINTED RESUMES 
Designed. typed. spell checked. end 15 
originals for $19.95. 658-1163. 
Carpool with Mt_ Doro/Umctllla Students 
for 12 - 5 on M. F and 12 - 6 on W. Times 
negotiable. Call 589-8367T-TH or evenings 
Melbourne Beach (area) to UCF WW 10-1 . 
F 10-5 can Elen 768-1439. 
UCF Graduate student will Mor~ 
• 
lcs. Intro-Inter. Micro-Macro coll Vonni at • 
679-4467. 
Wolter C ., good luck In the contest we 
know you're going to win! love, T. c .. B. B .. 
+ J. C. we luv your plct. 
ti · ti Check out the .classifieds. .I · 
Maybe you will be able to pick up a date. 
r ;~;:~~:~i 
YOU ~ 
WORrH 
IT? 
(or a raisin) 
BETTER FOOD 
BETTER MONEY 
BETTER~EJJURRY 
Cooking at Bennigan's can be the most fun you've 
had in a long time! Come join our progressive 
top-flight: 
KITCHEN TEAM 
Along with grear pay, training, and a fun working 
environment, we offer excellent company benefits 
· including group insurance and paid vacations (to 
full-time employees), plus management opportunities 
(20% of our management staff came from the unit 
employee rank!) 
APPLY IN PERSON DAILY 
at the Bennigan's location nearest you. 
An equal opportunity employer. m/f. 
• Great Salads 
• Enormous Deli 
Sandwiches 
• Gourmet Specials 
• Mouthwatering 
Homemade 
Cheesecake 
• Live Entertainlnent 
~very Friday and 
_Saturday night 
~'THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN!!" 
• 
• 
• 
" 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
Sports1111r~------;j~\; ....... 
Homecoming for this Knight means a -job 
by Scott Wallin 
SPORTS EDITOR 
For Beverly Knight, there couldn't be a sweeter 
homecoming. 
Knight, a former UCF basketb~l player for two 
seasons (1982-84) has 
been named the new coach 
of the Lady Knigh t .s 
squad, replacing Nancy 
Little, who resigned after 
a 3-22 camp~gn last sea-
son. 
"I know this. program 
from the past to the pres-
ent," Knight said, "~nd I 
can see the future. 
weli'.as handling the assistant athletic director du-
ties. 
Knight's goal at UCF is to bring back the respecta-
bility and winning tradition the Lady Knights had 
when she was a player. 
"From 1982-84, we played at our highest peak," 
said Knight of the teams which finished with a two-
year record of 48-12. "I put a lot ofheart and soul into 
, this program. We went to I_lationals (NCAA Division 
II tournament) both years, so I'm used to winning and 
being competitive. · 
~~at's what I want to return t~e program to." 
Knight, who played guard for the Knights, trans-
ferred to UCF from South Georgia Junior College. 
She·finished her career seventh on the all-time career 
assists list with 153. 
For now; Knight is pusy moving in and getting 
"This· is a tremendous oriented with the program. Since she was named to 
opportunityforme.Myjob Beverly Knight the job so late in the recruiting year, she was unable 
is to prove that I can do the job well and gain respect to compete for top high school players. 
from other coaches and the students." 
. Knight; 25, earned· her f!laster' s degree in ad mini-
. stration supervision from UCF. She worked as an 
assistant under Joe Sanchez for the 1984-85 Lady 
Knights team, which went 20-10 in jts first year · 
competing in NCAA Division I. 
She then went to Lake Highland Prep where she 
headed the girls basketball and volleyball teams, as 
However, she does have· seven players returning, 
three of whom red-shirted last year, plus three fresh-
men. Practice will begin Oct.15 and Knight willstart 
a conditioning program for the girls on Sept. 8. 
... "I'm young and enthusiastic," Knight said. "I'm 
that much more motivated to build a good program. 
It's a challenge and I love a good challenge. I know I 
can do this." · _, 
n:· k ~~ 
.,,ii 
Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The offensive line is a major question mark for UCF going into this season. Other skill positions, 
like quarterback, hqve-been filled with experienced players. · 
Knights have skill where it Counts 
by Scott Broden . 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
captain, and that's the kind of attitude I want 
them to have because I want to encourage them 
in · what they're doing, · and that gives them 
_________ ....._ ____ .___ confidence in their qwn ability· at the college 
Experience at the skill positions (running level." 
back, quarterback, wide receiver) is on the side · Slack had a strong outing at the Black-Gold 
of the Knights' football team this year. game Friday night. He helped lead the starting 
Senior captains Darin Slack (quarterback), offense to 21 fi_rst half points. with a 46-yard 
Robert Ector (tailback) and Bernard ·Ford touchdown pass to Arnell Spencer and a 1-yard 
(wide receiver) all bring experience to the tea~. quarterback sneak for another touchdown: 
Slack will handle the .starting chores this The running game will be anchored by Robert 
year unlike in the past when he shared time -Ector, .who started at tailback two years ago 
.with
1
Tony Lanham, who left the team after last when Elgin Davis was out_ with an injury. 
season. Last year, Slack completed 11 7 of 249 Ector will have some big shoes to fill in replac-
passes for 1, 799 yards, 12 .touchdowns and 11 ing J?avis, who i~ now with the New England 
interceptions. Patriots .The Krtights also lost fullback ~ron 
Slack said he is ready to take on his leader- ~am, who signed as a free agent with the Cleve- . 
ship role with the offense. land Browns. 
t. "You've got to be a friend, lead.er, every- "Both Aaron and Elgin were great backs," 
~ thing," Slack said. "A lot of these younger guys ·Ector said. "It was difficult for m~ to sit behind 
needsomeonetorallybehind,andit'sanimpo·r- them. I took it in stride. I hope I get the oppor-
tant factor for me to be like a friend so the guys tunity to show myself like they did and get 
will be confident in me. drafted into the NFL. 
"One of the younger guys came up to me and 
said I was more like a big brother than a team · .. 
New Lady Knights basketball coach Beverly 
Knight during her playing days at UCF. 
-our students getting in free to 
the UCF-B-CC game because 
of the athletic fee, while.their 
students had to pay for the 
·game. After all, football is the 
biggest money making. sport 
colleges have and fair is fair. If 
their students pay, so should 
ours .. 
The brass at B-CC was so 
unhappy that they, told 
McDowell they would seri-
ously drop out of the series, 
unless UCF students paid for 
their own entrance to the 
game. B-CC wasn't crying 
wolf, either. They would have 
dropped the game. B-CC had 
tried a tew other times to get 
· UCF students to pay. 
"I fought this for two years," 
McDowell said. · "When they 
first started complaining, it 
wasn't lilte "we're not going to 
play you anjrmore." But before 
last season, they said "we're 
going to have to quit this series 
unless something is done. 
· "It's the best of alternatives. 
. I don't feel bad. If they can't 
make money why play it. It 
should be a money maker for 
B-CC and UCF." . 
UCF needs the game, be-
cause B-CC is an NCAA Divi-
sion. I-AA school anq it looks 
good when Division II UCF 
beats the Wildcats, which has 
happened the last two years 
and in all probability will hap- · 
SEE TICKETS PAGE19 
~-i . .___ 
) 
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McDoWell: Knights' rleed help on offensive line 
~----------~----~~--~ 
by Scott Broden 
ASST. SPORtS EDITOR 
Offensive linemen rarely play in the 
spotlight, but just ask football coach 
Gene McDowell how important the line 
can be. And how desperately he is need-
-ing an offensive line, which may be the 
missing link in ~ otherwise strong 
~ght ballclub. 
Only one player returns to the offen-
sive line, tackle David Underwood (6-3, 
250). But, even Underwood is question-
a.ble because of a broken hand and a 
bad knee which underwent surgery 
during the off-season. . . 
UCF fans will not have much to· 
cheer about, unless .the· offensive line 
protects the quarterback and makes 
the blocks for the running backs.· And 
as offensive line coach Paul 
Lounsberry stated, the offensive line 
· will be the key to UCFs dnve for a 
Division II playoff spot this year. 
"The big question as to whether 
we will be a good team or not is the 
offensive line," McDowell said. 
Ten players are battling for the five 
line positions, three of whom are nurs-
ing injuries. Besides Underwood, 
guard Dav~ Meyl (6-3, 235, senior) and 
center Troy French (a 6-2, 225 ) are 
injured. 
The need to rebuild an offensive line 
is what caused the Knights to move 
Craig Rodrigue from starting defensive 
tackle to offensive tackle. 
"At fir.st the transition was hard 
because there's a lot more thinking on 
offense," Rodrigue s8id. "I feel more 
comfortable about the switch of posi-
tions now. I feel it's a lot better for the 
·team and me. 
Another player expected to play is 
redshirt freshman guard Macy Mitch-
ell (5-11, 255 ). 
"I sat out last year, so I'm hungry to 
play now," Mitchell said. 
Coach· Lounsberry said he will not 
announce the starting line against 
Bethune-Cookman this Saturday until 
the night of the game. 
"I don't want to name the starters 
because I don't want to lose any inten-
sity in the competition for the starting 
positions," Lounsberry. said. 
However, Lounsberry said he feels 
that Mitchell and Greg Toy (5-lO, 220, 
senior) may start at the guard positions 
and Craig Marsden (6-2, 250, fresh-
man) will start at cent.er. 
"It's still up for grabs at tackle, 
however," Lounsberry said. 
Rodrigue, Underwood, Bob Garn (6-
5, 275,junior) andDavid ~ederson (6-4, 
235, sophomore) are battling for the 
starting tackle positions. 
After the Black-Gold game, 
Lounsberry said the progress of the 
line is on schedule. "I do feel more 
confident after the Black-Gold Sc:rim-
mage than I've felt so far," Lounsberry 
said. "But the line is still untested 
against a first-string opponent. 
"They should be tested in the Be-
thune-Cookman game. We'll know a lot 
more after that -game. Getting every-
body back healthy though will be a 
priority." · 
The progress of the offensive line 
may d~termine if the Knights will con-
tinue to emphasize a wide open passing 
attack or switch to a more conservative 
run oriented attack. . 
The offensive line's progress is the 
SEE LINE PAGE 17 
SKILL yards," Gooch said. "He's very durable, and you have 
to be durable to be a 1,000-yard rusher." 
11 passes and a touchdown. 
FROM PAGE 13 
"The weight is on my shoulders. I've ju~t got to go 
out and we've got to go out as a team and get the 
running game down pat. Right now there's always 
one guy missing a block. We've just got to get 11 guys 
playing together and open some holes." 
· Ector rushed for 11 7 yards Friday, most of which 
came on the opening drive when he carried the ball 
five times for 67 yards, including a 45-yard touch-
down run.-
. Ector said this year he would like to carry the ball 
18 to 23 times a game. "' 
"One of my goals is to be the first UCF back to run 
for 1,000yards (in a season)," Ector said. "I need to g~t 
in a little better shape to carry that load. I have a 
·sprained hand right nqw, and I have to avoid injuries 
and try to play with pain. Whenever I'm hurt, I just 
have to learn to go." 
{)'CF ~ning back c:Oach, Alan Gooch, said he was 
impressed with the way Ector ran the ball. 
"Robert is definitely capable of rushing for 1,000 
Gooch said he was also impresse<l wi~ the per-
formances of fullbacks_ Perry Balasis, a freshman, 
and sophomore Gil Barnes, who rushed for a 20-yard· 
touchdown ruri at the game. 
Ford is the only returning ·starting wide receiver. 
The· Knights lost all-time leading receiver, Ted 
Wilson, and tight end Mac Lantrip to graduation. 
Ford returns after leading the team in touchdown 
catches with eight, and in yards-per-catch with 21.8. 
Ford caught two passes for 23 yards. -
"It was a simple basic dress rehearsal for me," Ford 
said about the game. "I just wanted to get the psycho-
logical effect of the game in me." 
Amell Spencer, a junior, will complement Ford at 
the other receiver position. Spencer caught the 46-
yard touc_hdown pass from Slack. Sophomo:r:e Don 
Grayson, who caught 14 passes for -229 yards last 
year as a backup, will start at tight end. 
The only question abQut the skill positions will be 
the depth. Recently, backup quarterback ·Kevin 
Helms went down with an injury. Freshman Shane 
Willis looked impressive in the game., completing 7 of 
i .. . . . 
"The pressure is very great," Willis said. "It would 
be hard for me to step in and fill -tlie shoes of Darin 
who knows the system. Darin's been a great help to 
me by explaining the coverage· and the technique of 
the defenses. 
"Coach (Mike) Kruczek (offensive coordinator) is 
taking some of the pressure off of me and reassuring 
me." 
Kruczek said if Slack goes down with an injury, 
Willis could handle the pressure· of starting for the 
Knights. . 
"I would not feel bad about playing him," Kruczek 
said. "He can handle what we want him to do. He's 
young, but he can handle the pressure without any 
problems." . 
Kruczek also said UCF will not pass the ball ·as 
~uch as last year. 
"We're working on our: running game," Kruczek 
said, "and we will continue to do so. We have some 
good running backs, ·and we have to take a look at 
them. However, Kruczek said the Knights will not 
greatly limit the passing attack. "In the past, we've 
thrown the football, and we'll continu~ to do so." 
-'United Parcel ·Service 
Part~Time Positions Available 
Unite·d -._Parcel Service -will be 
ciccepting appli.cations for . 
pCrt-time loaders and un_loaders. 
excell~nt . pay - ·~ $8.00 an.· ·hour.· 
' . . 
Pleas~ sign ~P for on intervi·ew 
appOintment in the CCJreer Resource 
Center~ AElM Suite ·124 ... UPS is an ·: 
eq·ual ·opportunity emplOYer. · 
Work shi'fts begili at 4:30 a.m., _5:30 p.m'. 
Or ·11 :00 p.m~, Monda)' through Friday · 
workWeek. 3 t~ - 5 hours per day. 
' f 
. '• 
.... 
.· 
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FROM PAGE 13 
pen again this year. Both 
schools need the rivalry to 
build on the lack of attendance 
both schools suffer from. 
People like rivalries, and 
schools such as UCF and B-CC 
need them. 
Also, B-CC is considered tbe 
home team this year, since 
both schools flip-flop the home 
field advantage each season. 
How would it look it the home 
team didn't make money from 
the majority of the fans, who 
should be UCF students.? 
So UCF students will be 
saved from having to pay to get 
into a UCF game. They must 
pick up their tickets at the 
Student Government Kiosk 
this week. But more impor-
tantly, is the fact that this 
great rivalry has been saved 
and that both sides are getting 
an equal share of the purse. 
After all, fair is fair. 
Our warehouses here at the Back-Yard Mechanic. Books on 
Government Printing Office subjects ranging from 
contain more than 16,000 different agriculture, business, children, 
Government publications. Now and diet tQ science, space 
we've put together a catalog of exploration, transportation, and 
nearly 1,000 of the most popular .. vacations. Find out what the 
books in our inventory. Books like Government's books are all about 
Infant Care, National Park Guide For your free copy of our new 
and Map, The Space Sltuttle a~ bestseller catalog, write-
for Veterans and · Post Office Box 37000 
Work, Federal Benefits 93~ New Catalog 
Dependents'.. and The Washington, D.C. 20013 
Bests&llers 
' ~ • I -
I i " 
THE FAMILY HEALTH CENTER 
offers 
CQMPl:ET8 MEDICAL: CARE 
:;l1l11;1;1;iii~ GONVE NIE NCE 111ii1;1;1;i;;i;i~ 
II · a·30 am a·oo pm lillllil 
· llllll1mt:~~1~ · · - · 11f itr; 
llllf:1111;111f:1l1111i • Open 6 days a . t1:1:1:;:;:;:;:~:~ 
1111~~~~~1~l1l1111~ k 111rnJirni; 
.......... :::: ........ ~ wee ..................... .. 
E. Colonial Dr. • 282-44(l0 
• Cor-lvenient 
Locatiorl 
•Ample Parking 
~NO . 
APPOINTMENT 
. ~EGESSAR~ 
..... ·.~~ .................................................................................................................................... ·.·~ (across the street from Fat Boys BAR-8-QUE) ...........................................................................................................................................  
. e::=~·· ~;,e5·~;:.;:z~:~~~*~·o>.t'!e·e·e·:e:e:~~~:es~.ii9;:::.:::::;~~~..-... :.~: ... ...-...:.~~ • e.-~~:.:r.-;.:;:-~:r. .. ..-~v~HH~·?'..6:.~ .. ·.-..? ... =«•:.:~.:-x•:.:.Y."!l:.~,.,..,. . y_.._.»=-:·:·=-x-~·.-.. ?"~6»:·~n..=-:-x•Y..-.-»e~.-=~·=l!~~..-..-;!~:.:·:·:.:.:.:.:·····:.:1:·····:·:·:···;.:.~.1e-::-)x.· 
··~ 
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The UCF football team put 
the final touches on its presea-
. son with the Black-Gold it;J.-: 
trasquad game Friday night. 
· The GQld team (first-and-' 
· second-string' players) beat 
the Black-team (third-string 
and below players) 35-8 before 
300 people at'.the Florida Cit-
rus Bowl 
. "We got what we wanted out 
of the scrimmage," coach Gene 
McDowell said. "We saw what 
we wanted tO s~e outofthein." 
From ·the. 20 days. of spring 
wor.kouts .to the thr~e-a-days 
of August, the Knights have 
· prepared. The season now 
awaits. 
Gene McDowell is confident 
first 'year of . play at UCF. 
Evans also had 106 total tack-
les. ,,. 
· A y.oillig defense last year 
gave up an average ·of 20.6 
points a game against a sched:-
ule filled with mostly Divi~ion 
I-AA schools, including na-· 
ti on al champion . Georgfa 
Southern. Four of UCF's five 
'losses were determined fate in 
the fourth quarter. Only a road 
game against Eastern Ken-· 
tlicky .saw the .Knights vastly 
outscored, 51-24. · · 
''We got what we 
·wanted out of the 
scri~mag~." 
-G~ne· McDowell, 
UCF ,Football Coach 
about his -team, sayiilg the . This year's team will once 
potential is there for an unde- . again face Georgia Southern · 
feated season and a Division II (without the Eagles' All-
playoff spot. · American quartel'.baci, Tracy 
Last year, the Knights fin- Ham) ·ana Eastern Kentucky 
ished with a 6-5 record, their (.at The Florida .. Citrus Bowl7 
first winning' season. · since this year). But this time the 
1979, when theywent6.:2 as an. -knights will play only four 
NCAA Division III team. _ DiVision I-AA opponents; 
· ·, . This year, UCF returns ·10 UCF's championship hopes 
- defensive s~rs, including are bolstered with the team's 
·.- Division II All-American line- defense, which held the start-
backer, Wyatt ·Bogan. Bogan · ing offense· to one touchdo~ 
recorded 143 total tackles in a three hour scrimmage a· 
last year. Also returning week ago. . _ · 
strong is Keith Evans, who set · The offense returns . three 
a school record for career inter~ 
ceptions with eight in~only his 
l • : ·, 
-A . single exam score may 
be more iniportant than 
your ~rd-earned ·GPA. 
Tho~ands of bright, otherwise ~ligible sttldents 
are unfairly penalized every ,year for bemg 
'underprepared, for not.knowing critical test-
taking skills or for freezing up during the actual 
exam,. thus ,concealing their true "aptitude." You 
can overcome these problems if you kilow what 
kind of questions to expect,' have learned.proven 
test-taking strategies, and nave practic~ under 
simulat~d test conditions. 
GAPS gives you the knowledge, confiilence 
and the competitive edge yoai need to 
succeed on critical exams. 
·· ----------·----.o Yes! -Please send me thecompiete preparation 0 GMAT $199.00 D MCAT $349.00 · · course checked below. · (Verbal and Quantitative {Physics, Chemistry, Biology, 
0 ~AT $179.00 
(Reading Comprehension; 
Disputes and Rules, Logical 
Reasoning, Analytical 
Reasoning and Writing 
Samples) 
• 210 pages of text 
• 10 60·minute cassettes 
0 DAT$279.00 
• (Chemistry, Biology, Math · 
Sltilb, Perceptual Motor 
Ability, Reading Compre· 
hension ·and Interview 
Preparation) 
• 1261 pages of text 
• 37 60.minute cassettes 
Skills) Reading Comprehension, 
• 578 pages of text Quantitative Skills and 
• 14 60.minute casseites lntCJView Preparapon) 
D GRE $159.00 
(Yerbal, Quantitative and 
Analytical Ability) 
. •727~oft.ext 
• 17 60·minute ca.sSette.s 
• ll22 pages of text 
• 46 60·ininute cassettes 
" 
.. 0 Please send me 
more information, 
. ' 
Mail to: GAPS Center, 500TbirdAve. W., Box34057, Seattle, WA 98124-1057. 
VISA or MC orders call (800) 426-5537 x 1241 or (206) 281-1241 from WA, A:K, HI and PR. 
· Name------------...,,--,-.,,,,---Davtime Phone( __ )----
Admess __ ...::...-:. ____ __;~__;------------~-:-::~:::-=---o 
City St:ate_·_ ZIP_-"--'------------
Your Exam Date School_-'---'----..;o_-----
Enclosed: Check 0 MO 0 VISA 0 MC 0 Expiration Date 
VISA/MC Account Number(all digits): l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
·-
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VIETNAM CAN 
KILL ME. 
BU'I IT·CAN'T . 
MAKE ME CARE 
eo(fiS a pJOce 
as one of the top ten 'pop music' 
· party movies. Right up there 
with SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER, 
FLASHDANCE and FOOTLOOSE." 
Daphne Davis, ELLE MAGAZINE 
A SLEEPER. The dancing i~ this flf ck is 
It Vietnam, the-
.wind doesn't 
blow, it sucks. 
FULLMDAL · 
Jll:UT 
~ DAILY AT: © 
1 :45 4:45 7:30 10:00 
DAILY SHOWINGS. AT: 
2:00 4:00 6:00 8:00 & 10:00 . 
. uc· 6 122sS University Boulevard 
Orlando, Florida 32817 ~ . TEL: 277-1454_ 
CINEMA· ·Across fro~ the UCFCampus . 
-- as thrilling as . 
any in a decade." 
David Edelstein, ROLLING STONE 
• t; COPYRIGHT 1987 VfSTrol/ PfCTURf5 \IESTROH ALL RIGHTS Rf5ERYfO PICTUltES •• 
R.ICHARD DREYFUSS 
EMILIO ESTEVEZ 
. DAILY AT: 2:15 5:00 .7:30 & 10:00 ~ 
ADMISSION POLICY: 
Daily through 5:30 P.M. -ALL SEATS $2.75 
Seniors & Children - $2.75 AT ALL TIMES 
UCF STUDENTS with l.D. -$3.75 
General Admission -$4.75 
DISCOUNT 
TICKETS 
AVAILABLEAT · 
THE KIOSK FOR 
$2.75 
OUR SUPER VIDEO GAME ~OOM IS NOW OPEN. DAILY THROUGH 2:30 A.M. 
- . . 
LINE 
FROM PAGE 14 
main concern McDowell has in 
this decision . 
"These guys (offensive line-
man} who are working there 
have made tremendous prog-
ress," Lounsberry said. "I'm 
very pleased with their atti-
,tude and their hard work, but 
we're not a good line yet . 
"I think we have a chance to 
be a pretty good line eventu-
ally, but that depends on them, 
injury and so forth." 
A 
million.~ 
canhapPen 
to a check. < 
- Don't talte a 
chance with yow 
Government check. 
Sign up for Direct ~ 
Deposit. Then your 
check won't end · 
·up behind the~ . 
under .the sofa, or 
'in someone else~ 
pocket. Ask for 
Direct Deposit 
wherever you have 
a checking or sav-
ings account. 
• ,, lj I j{1t •»IPOSIT 
You'll ne~er-have 
to ~ait for your money. 
May18·25.1987 
· "Buckle Up America" 
JUSTA 
REMINDER: 
DRINKING 
AND 
DRIVING 
.DON'T 
MIX 
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FOOTBALL 
FROM PAGE 16 
experienced players at the skill positions: quar-
terback Darin Slack, running back Robert 
Ector ~d wide receiver Bernard Ford. How-
ever, the Knights Iostfouroffive starters on the 
offensive· line. 
Typically, UCFhas had a wide open style of 
offense which has seen. the Knights pass the 
ball 30 to 40 times a game. However, McDowell 
said this ·year's team will not be passing as 
much. 
McDowell said his team will be more conser-
vative on offense and win with the play of the 
defense and specialty teams. 
The specialty teams will feature kicker Ed 
O'Brien who converted 16 of 21 field goals last 
year, plus the fleet-footed Bernard Ford at kick 
return~r. Ford has been clocked as fast as 4.25 . 
in the 40-yard dash. 
A strong defense, experience at the skill 
positions and a tighter schedule may prove to be 
what allows the Knights to go from a competive 
6-5 team to a dominant Division II power. 
"If our offense gets going, then we will be . 
good enough 
to go 14-0," McDowell .said. 
"We're going to have three to five cliffhang-
ers that can go either way, and we're going to 
· have to win every cliffhanger to go undefeated:" 
Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Knights will line up opposite Bethune-Cookman College Soturdayn.ight at the Florida Citrus Bowl. Monday 
morning over.1 ,5CX) fre~ tick~ts for students were still available at the Kiosk. 
********~*******-************************ 
Celebrate Safely ... 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
... 
• 
INTRODUCING ... 
E 
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Don't Take Your Organs To· Heaven 
Heaveri Krio'1vs \t\e l'Jeed Them Here. 
. . 
. . " . . . 
. . 
. .· . . . . . . . 
:~:m1:]1~~, (Located at the_ University Shoppes next to UC6 Cinema) ,im~i::~:l~lilj DON'T 
-CHICKEN 
·©UT. 
• Pens & Pencils , • Report Covers 
~ Composition_ Books • Highlighters 
• Filler Paper ·(200 she,ets) • Typing Paper. · 
• Ring Binders · . ,· Back Packs · 
. - WE FEATURE--
A· fu.11 line of gifts and ca~ds •. l!JP·S,Service 
· Post~I Cer;it~r ~-western Uaion . . . 
. . . 
- 'GETACQl:J:AINTEID SPECl'ALS - · 
Filler Paper ~:~:~ 
(2.oo· Sheets) · . l~:I 
. 1· Pk. _· 85¢ Iii· 
2 Pk. - $1.49 ~!!i 
. 3 Pk. - $2.29 !i!:I 
~~~~~ 
... 
Ring Binders !l!i! 10°/o Discount to 
1 ;, _ _ .$2.49 !J all UCF Students 
1'!. .. _ $3•49 I & Faculty on all 
. 2 .. _ $4.49 ~~1~ m e r c h a n d i s e 
3 .. _ $7•49 I through . 9/30/87 !~:~ (Sale Items not applicable) 
=~:: 
EXCUSES DON'T SAVE LIVES. 
BLOOD DOES. 
Get help with 
·Getting Ready tor th~ -cLAST 
l~=J:~~~~=~~:&J . 
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics 
· The 1987 edtlon Includes Instruction and sample tests created 
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where 
. you need help and you~I get the help you need. 
. Ask for It at your bookstore . 
.,. H&H Pllbllshing Company. Inc. 
-
·~~~~~~;a~~~ta·' .. 
-~~~~~~-~~~ .. ~ ... 
D·iscount Movie -Ti·ckets ·· 
. . . 
@'·$3.00 .-al lhe·Ki.osk· 
·UC6 
GENERAL CINEMA 
• Altamonte· Mall · 
• €oloriial Proinenade· 
. · ~ Fas~ion Square 
• ParkWood Plaza 
~ Seminole Plaza 
Save money for popcorn with... ll~~~ , ·_ 
. Student GovernDlent · ~i~l~ 
. ~l . 
::~;~:~:;:~:~:::::~:~:;:;:;:~:~:~:;:~=~=~=~:;:~:;:~:~:~:;:~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~:;:~=~=~=~=~=~:;:~=~=~=~:;:~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~:;:~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~;~=~=~=~:::::::::~ 
···~~~ 
.D.g,~ 
' 
-
·t~,. 
·f 
.{ 
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•.. 
WAYINE .DENSCH, ·· INC .. 
•- ~. ·:. U.C.F Rep. JennyGilleece 
658-0923 or 851-7100 
·- -"~ 
.. . ,._ • 
• '1~+."1 "' 
